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I WAS JUST THINKING: You know when you buy a bag of salad and it 
starts getting brown and has gross water in it….Donuts never do that. 

 

EDITOR’S RANT:   
Well, the Mid-terms are over, the loosing republican candidates 
have received their public mocking and shaming by their 
president, California is on fire, Black Friday looms ever nearer, but 
the Americans remain thankful.  

On this side of the border, pipelines appear to be on a distant 
bucket list. Tony Clement has added his name to the “What were 
they thinking?..Obviously, nothing!” list of politicians. Unlike the 
leader to the south, Justin Trudeau was able to go two straight 
days without eliciting derision in the press by keeping his mouth 
shut and he did it while travelling outside the country. Of course, 
two days does not an election make. Newfoundland has 
disappeared from the landscape under a mountain of snow but 
allows as how it beats being burned alive in a wildfire.  

All in all, I think Canada is ahead on points in these mid-month 
rounds. 

On the world stage, we are all holding our breath to see the 
outcome of the European who is suing his government in an effort 
to legally change his age. He wants to turn back the clock 20 
years to 49 in order to allow himself better odds of employment 
opportunities and to meet younger women. “If people can legally 
change their name or even their gender, why not their age?” he 
argues. I never want to return to my teens but 39 is still a popular 
number if you don’t mind a total lack of credibility.   



AGING GYROS 

  

BIRTHDAY ALARM!!! 

It appears the birthday list in the last issue was lacking. In fact, it appears that the list that 
your editor has been using to keep track of the members’ natal celebrations has been     
incomplete for some time.  

Jack Beattie is a November birthday boy (21st) who has been remaining forever young 
hidden from view and the accompanying publicity and good wishes. Those days are done. 
Happy Birthday Jack. Your anonymous days are over.  

                  Oops!   Too late! 



 CURLARAMA REPORT 
Lloyd Wilson provided the following report on  report on another year’s weekend of   
curling in Banff: 
 
It was kind of a marathon with all our teams either playing 4 or 5 six end games.  All the 
teams won their respective flights.  Austin/Davis with Don and Art won the B, Wilson with 
Jim, Roger and Ted won C.  Milt with Dick,Dorne and Art won D.. So we all have trophies 
for a year and received a bottle (that won’t last a year) for our efforts.  Friday night was 
filled with Hospitality, drinks, crib and re-acquaintances.  Curling started the next morning 
at 7:00 A.M., then continued until about 6:30 p.m. for some of the teams.  We went back 
to the hotel for our banquet….Great roast beef and more drinks.  Unfortunately this is 
where the Sargent at Arms ( Dick )  lost control and was unable to curtail the drinking or 
very exciting descriptions ( over and over ) of the spectacular 6th end comeback of     
Wilson's team who, being down 3, scored a 4 ender to win.  It may be described as     
brilliant by some sources.  After dinner we proceeded to the card room for our Texas   
hold-’em tournament.  Unfortunately since Lawrence was not there we never won        
anything.  Next morning we all curled again to win our trophies. 
 
A great time was had by all.  Some of us, however, left for home nursing a very annoying 
headache and hangover. 
 
Yours respectfully and still suffering,    

Lloyd 

   



LAST MEETING: Cribbage November 14th   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27 Gyros and two soon-to-be members ((Brian Wolfe and Ian Bannatyne) converged on the 
GCCC with crib boards in hand to do battle with pegs and simple arithmetic. As the cards were 
shuffled and dealt before and after dinner it became evident that at least one table wasn’t play-
ing with a full deck.  After a new deck was brought to the table the team of Ken Lesniak and 
yours truly promptly went down to defeat.  

When the dust settled and the last hand was played at evening’s end the A-Side victors were the team of Lloyd Wilson (of “four-ender” 
curling fame) and Jack Beattie.  The B-Side honours were taken by the team of Earl Korber and  Peter Elzinga. It is worth noting that Peter 
claims he doesn’t even own a crib board. Hmmm.  Congrats to all and a big Merci Gopoo to Don Grieg and his second in command Dorne 
Hunt for a fun evening.  

 

 

 

.  
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NEXT MEETING: Billiards November 29th  
 Trade your deck of cards for a pool cue and cme on out to 
Caffrey’s in the Park for a fun evening shootin’ the (breeze?) and 
other stuff along with some 8-Ball with the boys. There will be a 
cash stipend to offset or pay for your meal. Try to get there as 
close to 5:00 as you can. Rick O’Donnell and Paul West are 
your go to guys for this one. 

REMEMBER...It has been rescheduled from the original date of the 28th to THE 29TH.  
 

 

AND THE MEETING AFTER THAT: Bowling December 12th 
Ah, the cerebral endeavours of the Sherwood Park Gyro Club 
continue to amaze one and all as we seamlessly slide from 
cribbage, to pool to bowling. Although we have not received 
official word  it is so far assumed that the venue will be the 
Gateway Centre lanes. Earl Korber is the man on the ball for 
this one and we hope that Bill Carter will be able to assist 
even if he is not yet ready to hurl 10 pounds of destruction at 
the poor helpless pins quite yet. More information will be 
forthcoming.  
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   OH MAN...IT’S MOVEMBER AGAIN! 



THERE’S MORE TO THIS MONTH THAN MUSTACHES 

 

November 22nd is Thanksgiving day for our American friends, or as 
we Canadians call it,Thursday. 

November 23rd is Black Friday. May God have mercy on your credit 
card’s balances.  



HEALTH AND WELFARE: 
Some troubling news to start with—Les Bellan has been suffering from severe back pain 
for a while. He has now been diagnosed with cancer and is undergoing radiation and 
chemotherapy. We are pulling for you Les. 

 

On a much more positive note, Two of our fellow gyros who have been struggling were 
well enough along their roads to recovery to be able to attend the Cribbage Night on the 
14th. The long suffering Bill Carter pulled himself together, staples, stitches and all, and 
playerd crib until the last card was dealt. Jack Beattie was half of the A-Side winning team 
and took home some wine to help him with his recovery from hip surgery. It was great to 
see you guys back. 

Ken and Art reported that their respective spouses, Carol Lesniak and Judy Taylor were 
meeting their health challenges with a smile and continuing to make progress.  

Did either of you two hear about William Shatner coming out with an upscale line 
of women’s undergarments? It was a miserable failure. It seems no woman would 
buy underpants called “Shatner Undies”. 



ATTENTION SNOWBIRDS: Al Bleiken sent me the following on November 5th, the 
eve of the US Mid-terms.  SB 

                                    Letter to the Editor in Kelowna’s paper this morning. Must read...  
              Snowbirds amassing at U.S. border          

Dear Editor: 

A White House senior aide has disclosed that the sheer number of retired Canadians amassing along the northern 

border is creating consternation amongst top State Department and the Department of Homeland Security. Experts 

anticipate that half a million of these snowbirds will migrate to the U.S. over the next month, dwarfing the immigrant 

caravan crossing Mexico, and placing undue stress on the quality of life for many Americans, while posing a growing 

security threat. 
“It’s too much,” lamented the anonymous aide. “It’s a struggle for citizens in Florida, Arizona and California to find a 

tee time, the pickleball courts are full and God help you if you want to find a parking spot at an outlet shopping mall. 

My parents tried to register for a ukulele festival in Sedona and couldn’t get in because of all the Canadians.” 

Evidence collected last winter raised concerns that the normally reserved Canadians are exhibiting more uncivilized 

behaviour these days. 

“We have reports that Canadians were telling jokes about our president. And across the southern US, pot-bellied 

over-the-hill Canadians in pastel golf shirts would walk into bars in the late afternoon, demanding $2.50 for highballs 

and a buck and a half for a beer, proclaiming that happy hour, happy hour was here. Like they were tragically hip or 

something.” 

The aide was asked if anxiety surrounding the Canadian caravan permeated the White House. 

“Look, I can’t speak for everyone here, but we love Canadians - Conrad Black, the Reichmann family, Pamela Ander-

son. We love poutine. We are generous patrons of Canadian culture, especially the Montreal cabaret scene. But we 

cannot ignore the burden this influx of Canadians places on us.” 

The security concerns are heightened by Canada’s recent decision to legalize recreational marijuana. U.S. officials are 

wary of baby boomer potheads bringing their debauched drug habits over the border. 

“It seems they’ve all been told to say the same thing to our immigration officers,” said the aide. “When they ask Ca-

nadians if they have ever consumed marijuana, they get this apathetic stare and the standard response, ‘Who me? 

Uh, no officer. It’s a travesty, this legalization thing.’ 

“We’ve searched luggage and repeatedly found boxes of instant brownie mix hidden under lumberjack coats, but 

there’s nothing we can do.” 

The Canadian snowbirds want to ensure that empathetic Americans understand their plight. One traveller going 

through US immigration at the Calgary airport with a detection dog sniffing at his privates put it this way: “We sacri-

fice a lot leaving our homeland each winter —Caesars, people saying ‘your welcome’ instead of ‘uh-huh,’ 24/7 cover-

age of the Leafs on TSN. But you must realize that we suffer from a brutally oppressive environmental regime. We 

have to seek seasonal asylum in your country.” This is expected to become a pivotal issue in the run-up to the U.S. 

mid-term elections. Canadians are advised to slip over the border while they still can. 

Tim Simard, West Kelowna 



 

 

 

 

SIGNS OF OUR TIMES—Standard time, that is 
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Hmmmm... 
   

On Every Gyro’s Christmas Wish  

 



 Member Proposal—first and second notice (Ian’s notice 
missed the last bulletin by 15 minutes so we are combining the 
two). 
Ian Bannatyne has been proposed for membership by Paul West with the application 
seconded by Dick Caddey. Ian lives with his wife Ann in Sherwood park They have two 
offspring of opposite genders. He works with Rally Engineering Inc as a Senior Piping 
Designer and is purported to be a great guy. Just a few spoken words and you know he 
spent at least his early years in Scotland but an interpreter is almost unnecessary to carry 
on a conversation with this interesting golfer.  His phone number is (780)467-7434 and his 
e-mail is icccb@shaw.ca 
You know the drill. If anyone know any reason why Ian and the Sherwood Park Gyro Club 
should not be joined in membership speak now or forever hold your peace.    
 

Member Proposal—second notice 
Brian Wolfe has been proposed for membership by Al Gordon and with the application 
seconded by John Williams. Brian lives in Sherwood Park. Retired from the insurance 
business, he is an avid golfer usually seen at the Broadmoor G&CC. His partner is Donna 
Ferguson. He has already attended the “Horseshoe” night and indoor Bocce meetings. 
Brian’s phone number is (780) 570-0617 and his e-mail is bewolfe@telus.net 
So far no one has voice an opinion that Brian and the Sherwood Park Gyro Club should 
not be joined in membership, speak now or forever hold your peace. You’re almost there, 
Brian.  
 

 

 
 



JUST A BIT BEFORE MY TIME 

 

     

 

 

 

 

  

 

That was an awful lot of technology  just to diagnose 
freckles! Perhaps it was necessary to get better TV 
reception at the clinic. 
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MEANWHILE IN CANADA   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

                                           A Canadian Tri-service high five …..  Sorry. 
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Meanwhile NOT in Canada  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     And also in France 
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SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

              

        

  

 

   



ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

      



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS 

 

 

 

     

  I have to tell a patient this at least once a day.  

SB 



 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 

 


